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THE OVERARCHING IDEA 
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2.0: Financial Sector Development and and the role of the financial sector in delivering 

economic growth not as the driver but as the enabler of real sectors.

FSD 2.0 is about two major shifts for the FSD 

network

• An evolution in our core strategy to reflect new 

development realities (not just supply side focused 

but also looks at the impact on the real economy), 

particularly as it relates to increased take home 

incomes for people and businesses / better jobs.

• Growth in financial inclusion mostly driven by mobile 

money in EAC for example, as not translated to 

reduction in poverty.

• Enhancing the FSD network to increase its 

effectiveness.

Where does this research fit in?

• The research focuses on the economic impact of 

COVID-19 (C19) on the agricultural sector in 

multiple African countries that the FSD network is 

present in, beginning with Uganda. 

• FSD Uganda’s own research reveals that the economic 

impact of C19 is expected to last on certain segments 

of the population for a much longer period. 

• This rapid diagnostic will therefore inform FSD 

Uganda’s agricultural portfolio under 2.0 for the next 

5-years. 
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WHAT WILL WE COVER TODAY?
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• FSD Uganda has recently conducted a comprehensive rapid agribusiness finance study 

examining the impact of COVID-19 on the Ugandan agricultural landscape, in 

collaboration with Wellspring and Sofala Partners. The results provides a strong evidence 

base that can inform developmental, government and private sector programs. The study 

is expected to inform FSD Uganda’s next 5-year approach on ag-financing. 

• 60+ interviews were conducted with experts across the agriculture and finance sectors, 

from primary production and agro-processing to traders and exporters, commercial 

banks, NBFIs, SACCOs, regulators, donors, and more

• Sincere thanks to those who have shared their expertise

• Today we are sharing the findings from the exercise and invite a discussion on effective 

collaboration in our shared goal of minimising the impact of COVID-19 and building a 

strong and resilient agriculture sector in Uganda



KEY FACTS: OVERVIEW OF UGANDA’S AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 
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Good growing 

conditions

Surplus food 

producer

Limited 

technology use

Opportunities 

for value 

creation

• Two growing seasons and good rainfall

• A vibrant agricultural sector producing a range of staple food crops ranging from 

bananas, cassava, grains, pulses and tree-fruit crops

• Diverse national diet compared to other East and Southern African countries

• Surplus food producer since the early 1990s, providing food to the relief organisations 

(WFP) and the region, particularly Kenya.

• Surplus in grains, pulses, milk, poultry meat and eggs, driven by the competitive advantage 

in grass (rainfall-driven) and grains

• Current limitations on optimizing these businesses are quality issues and post harvest 

handling, storage and processing

• Also potential in fish farming, replacing the over-fishing of natural stock

• Lowest user of improved seed, chemical fertilizer and agro-chemicals in region with fertilizer use at 1.9kg/ha vs. 38kg/ha in Kenya

• Majority of production is from smallholder farmers who have traditionally relied on shift cultivation for fertility, but with

expanding population and urban and regional demand there is increasing land pressure and drop in soil fertility from continuous 

cropping

• Smallholder farmer yields typically around 30% of commercial producers without improved seed and fertilizer

• Uganda’s competitive advantage in agricultural production is limited by local post-harvest processing and regional trade 

restrictions (non-tariff barriers)

• Increased urbanisation is creating demand for traditional food crops / cash crops and processed foods

• Domestic food demand is driving the agriculture sector with focus on processed food and animal protein



KEY FACTS: MAIN EXPORT AND FOOD CROPS IN UGANDA
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• Agriculture is a key sector for Uganda’s economy, 

contributing around 22% of GDP, second after the 

services sector

• 70% of people - the majority of whom are women -

are employed in the sector

• It is estimated that 87% of the working poor are 

primarily engaged in agricultural activities (MAAIF 

2016)

• Uganda’s major export earners are: coffee which is 

Uganda’s largest export earner overall and makes up 

11% of the country’s total export earnings of goods;  

fish (5%); tea (2%); maize (2%); and flowers (1%). Cocoa 

and cotton are also important export crops

• The main food crops are plantain, bananas, cassava, 

sweet potatoes, millet, maize, beans, sorghum, 

groundnuts, and sesame. 
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GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES AND INITIATIVES IN AGRICULTURE AND 

AGRICULTURAL FINANCE 
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• The Government of Uganda’s strategy to develop the agricultural sector is articulated in the National Agriculture Policy (NAP) and 

Agriculture Sector Strategic Plan (ASSP)

• NAP seeks to achieve food and nutrition security in Uganda and improve household incomes

• ASSP seeks to implement the policy set out in NAP over the period 2015 – 2020

• Key interventions related to agricultural finance include the Agricultural Credit Facility (ACF) and the Micro finance Support Centre 

(MSC)

• ACF is the government’s main intervention to support the provision of agri-finance in Uganda. Loans under the scheme are 

disbursed through the partner financial institutions, which then seek reimbursement from the Bank of Uganda (BoU) for the 

government’s 50% guarantee

• MSC promotes micro finance institutions (MFIs) and cooperatives that have agriculture sector financing as one of their 

priorities and provides wholesale and retail loans to SAACOS, MFIs and SMEs as well as providing TA support

• The Agricultural Business Initiative Finance (aBi Finance) was established by the government with support from Denmark as a non-

profit entity to support agribusiness development and agriculture finance with credit lines and partial credit guarantees; it is currently 

supported by Danida, USAID, Sida and KFW.

• The government has also launched the Uganda Agriculture Insurance Scheme (UAIS), as a five-year pilot programme in 2016

• The objectives of the programme are to support Ugandan farmers by limiting their exposure again the effects of agriculture-related 

risks, especially production risks; to increase farmers' access to credit; and to make crops, livestock, and aquaculture insurance 

affordable to smallholder producers

• The UAIS offers a range of crop, livestock, poultry, and aquaculture insurance coverage to Ugandan farmers, and is promoted by the 

government through the provision of premium subsidies.



STRUCTURAL ISSUES WITHIN UGANDA’S FINANCIAL SECTOR, PRE COVID-19
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• Agricultural SMEs Uganda lack access to the capital needed to grow and reach their full potential. Only 6.3% of 
small-scale agribusiness companies have access to a loan or line of credit, as opposed to 44.1 percent in Kenya (Walker et al. 
2018)

• The gap in the supply of finance to SMEs in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) is over $180bn per annum of which approx. $65bn is for 
medium-sized value chain businesses with revenue of $200k - $15m. 

• Micro, Small and Medium Sized enterprises all lack access to sufficient capital. SMEs also lack access to all types of finance, but
the biggest demand for, and gap in the supply of finance is for working capital finance across all business sizes.

• Commercial investors, such as local banks typically find it difficult to invest in the agri-sector; only around 2% to 7% of total bank 
credit in SSA is allocated to agriculture.

• This is because there are various issues inherent in the agri-sector (e.g. reliance on rain, climate change, policy risks and costs to 
serve the sector) that makes it difficult for commercial investors to meet their required risk vs. return requirements.

• It is necessary to provide concessional finance if targeting SMEs in the agri-sector. However, even investors offering 
concessional finance can find it difficult to find a suitable pipeline of investment opportunities in Uganda.

• There is also a lack of investment ready SMEs – many impact investors struggle to invest the capital that they have at their 
disposal. Common challenges amongst their target SMEs include a lack of technical and business management skills, unproven 
businesses that are too early for investment.

• The more successful investors that target agri-SMEs tend to be those that are based on the ground and work to build strong 
networks with local SMEs to identify a good pipeline; however, this can be costly and can take time to develop  - often in 
countries such as Uganda high potential SMEs prefer to fly under the radar to avoid attracting the attention of the government.



HOW DO UGANDAN AGRIBUSINESSES / FARMERS ACCESS FINANCE NOW?
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• The available evidence suggests that the agricultural sector, particularly SMEs and smallholders rely on informal sources of finance/ their own 

cash to fund their business activities.

• According to the Consultative Group to Assist the Poor (CGAP) national survey, only 10% of smallholder farmers in Uganda have bank 

accounts. Across all businesses borrowing money is common, but mainly from informal lenders. According to FSD Uganda (2018), 46% of 

Ugandans borrowed in the 12 months prior to the survey. However as shown in the chart below 90% of those  borrowers reported using 

informal lenders – mainly village savings and loan associations and informal credit arrangements for goods/ services.

Sources of informal credit for Ugandans

SOURCE: FSD Uganda



THE DIGITISATION OF UGANDA’S AGRICULTURAL SECTOR 
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The case for digitisation

• According to a study conducted by McKinsey Global 

Institute (2016), digital technologies cut the cost of 

providing financial services by 80–90%

• Uganda, and other countries in East Africa, have some of 

the most conducive conditions for increasing take-up of 

digital finance technologies in the agricultural sector –

around 56% of adults are already using mobile money 

(FSD 2018)

• Despite this, agricultural payments in Uganda remain 

predominantly cash-based and many people remain 

unbanked (Better Than Cash Alliance, 2017)

• Many pilot programmes have been implemented in Uganda 

in recent years, with the coffee and tea sectors particularly 

targeted

Digitisation challenges

• Low education levels, fluctuating income, price sensitivity/ 

preference for cash amongst many consumers

• Formal financial exclusion and limited usage of available 

financial services

• Limited infrastructure for digitization e.g. poor mobile 

network, high costs of mobile network expansion and 

maintenance

• Issues with the policy and regulatory environment, e.g. in 

Uganda SIM registration requirements were thought to 

limit smallholders access to mobile phones

• Many agribusinesses do not have the internal systems in 

place to take advantage of digitization

• Challenges in managing a national-level digitization 

programme given diversity of languages across Uganda

SOURCE: Digitisation challenges as defined by UNCDF



Top-down view: Trends in agricultural lending from formal 

sources post COVID-19

20

• Bank of Uganda data suggests that 
formal bank lending to the agricultural 

sector declined significantly in the 

early months of the covid-19 

pandemic, but has in the last month 

(June 2020) begun to increase slowly.

• The chart shows that commercial banks 
cut outstanding loans to the 

agricultural sector by 4% in January 
2020; whereas microfinance 

institutions cut lending to agriculture 
by 1% in March and 3% in April 2020.

• The data shows that in net terms there 

has been no additional lending to the 

agriculture sector in Uganda since the 

start of the year (previous years have 
all seen a net increase in lending to 

agriculture).

Source: Bank of Uganda

Post 
Covid

THE TOP-DOWN VIEW OF 

COVID-19 IMPACT

11

On-the-ground consultations have provided a 

much higher degree of detail, and a much 

more current view of the impact of COVID-19 

and government measures to date

Top-down view: Trends in agri-imports 
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• As shown in the chart according to Bank of 

Uganda data imports of vegetable food 
products have increased significantly since 

the start of the year. Though imports of 

prepared food products have declined.

• In total Uganda typically imports incurs an 
import bill of $600m to $700m for food each 
year, suggesting that the country has a 

reliance on imports to satisfy food 
consumption needs. At individual product 

level, the main products imported (based on 
Uganda Bureau of Statistics data) include: 
Palm oil ($150 to 200 million in a typical 

year), cereals ($200 to $250 million) and 
sugar (approx. $100 million).  

Source: Bank of Uganda

Post 
Covid

Trends in imports of agri-products (monthly US$m) 

Top-down view: Trends in local agricultural markets 
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• Market data from the World Food 
Programme suggests that the retail price for 

key staple crops has remained relatively 

stable in Kampala over the period of the 
covid lockdown. 

• However within this retail prices for beans 
(20%), maize flour (27%) and millet (11%) all 
increased considerably in the month of April 

before (in the case of maize flour and 
beans) falling back to around pre-covid

levels.

• WFP data across all markets in Uganda 

suggest that prices for maize and sorghum 

have remained more stable over the last 
seven months, though the price for beans 

has rose in April across the country in much 
the same way that they did in Kampala.

Source: World Food Programme

Market prices for staple crops
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• Monthly export earnings data 
from Bank of Uganda doesn’t 

provide clear evidence of 

decline in export earnings post 
lockdown, particularly when 

compared to performance over 
pervious years

• Coffee and maize exports have 

declined since the start of the 
year and fish exports are 

slightly lower, but tea and 
flowers are broadly stagnant 
according to Bank of Uganda 

data

Source: Bank of Uganda

Post 
Covid

Top 5 Ugandan agri-exports (monthly US$m) 
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Top-down view: Trends in agricultural export volumes post 

covid-19
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• Monthly export volumes data 
from Bank of Uganda, is broadly 

consistent with data on export 

earnings – coffee, maize and 
fish export volumes have 

declined to different extents.

• Also cotton and cocoa exports 
have also declined significantly 

in volume terms since the start 
of the year.

Source: Bank of Uganda

Trends in export volumes (index Jan 2020 = 100) 

Post 
Covid

• Analysis of high-level data sources (Bank of Uganda and 

WFP) was conducted in the first instance to establish 

the impact of COVID-19 on agricultural volumes and 

prices, and agricultural lending

• Some detail of the early impact of COVID-19 was 

visible in the trends shown in the datasets

• However, latest available data was not fully current, or 

at a sufficient degree of granularity, for the purposes of 

this diagnostic



SNAPSHOT: S&D DYNAMICS PRE AND POST LOCKDOWN
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❑ This chart illustrates Uganda’s domestic 

consumption, production and import of key 

food staples in a previous (non-COVID 

affected) year, measured by ‘000’MT – note 

the structural surplus in maize 

❑ Also important to note Uganda’s unusual 

crop diversity: most SHFs also farm cassava, 

sorghum, potatoes, matoke, etc, non-

commercially, thus reducing food security 

issues.

1

2

3Seasonally-adjusted average year baseline for 

domestic food staple prices in Uganda

KEY: Price volatility

S&D dynamics evolved through lockdown phases

1

2

3

Below, we highlight key data and trends showing S&D volatility off normal-year baselines: 

March-April, uncertainty drives hoarding + 

temporary price spikes

May-August, demand contracts massively as 15mn 

schoolchildren return to villages. Demand starts to 

normalise into Season B (September)  

Next 6 months: Demand recovery starts to 

expose underlying fragility of supply,

as value chain formalisation unravels, precipitous 

drop in input/credit access 

“Price spikes on 

uncertainty….”

“…Demand and market 

access collapses….”
“Demand returns, exposes supply-

side fragility”



KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM ON-THE-GROUND CONSULTATIONS:

COVID-19’S IMPACT ON UGANDAN AGRICULTURE (1 OF 2)
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In food-surplus Uganda, COVID-19 created a crisis of

oversupply amidst collapsing demand

SMEs hit harder than larger agribusinesses

Input supply chains (fertilizers, seeds and chemicals) were 

worst affected during the lockdown

Lack of digitisation along the value chain exacerbated the 

firm-level economic effects indirectly caused by COVID-19 

measures

❑ Uganda’s strict lockdown included full curfew, suspension of public transport, 

closure of non-essential businesses, schools, factories, hotels, restaurants, 

borders, gatherings, and weekly, monthly village and open markets. This 

removed institutional and foreign buyers of food from the market at a time 

many households chose to plant more of their own food, leading to 

oversupply, weak demand and price crashes for food staples. 

❑ Food security risk further reduced by widespread inter-cropping

❑ Av. 25% to 50% drop in turnover of input suppliers (some interviewees report 

65% drop), owing to transport restrictions preventing farmers accessing 

agrochemical shops, seed supply depots, etc, as well as reduced demand. 

❑ Supply chain disruption and stock shortages due to border closures and 

vendor closures, meaning that key inputs weren’t available at the right time in 

the bi-annual agronomic cycle.

❑ Increase in opex by 30-50% for input suppliers due to increased transport 

costs and cost of implementation of mandatory SOPs 

❑ Adulteration/counterfeiting of inputs, already ~40% for seed and 45% of 

agrochemicals, spiked higher during lockdown

❑ Average 20% decrease in labour supply hit SMEs especially 

❑ In some areas, labour costs rose 100% from UGX 4,000 to 8,000 per person 

per day, again affecting SMEs worst (usually far from larger pools of labour) 

❑ Cash crunch due to liquidity squeeze at SACCOs and VSLAs impacted 

MSMEs, while existing lines of bank credit remained open to larger firms (nb: 

some banks refused new borrowers) 

❑ Large maize/bean traders received GoU contracts to distribute food relief 

(e.g. Aponye, Afrokai), making strong profits. 

❑ SACCOs mostly stayed open and were accessible to farmers and 

cooperatives, but bank branches closed, reducing credit access. 

❑ Because all inspection and certification activities by MAAIF – e.g. of seed 

companies and multipliers – is conducted in-person, spike in low and poor 

quality products anticipated. 

❑ Lack of price discovery deterred producers from seeking alternative 

options to reach market when buses were banned

❑ Sudden growth in e-commerce by 100-300% in some cases, albeit off a very 

low baseline. This shows underlying demand for digitisation (e.g. for door to 

door delivery)
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Crucial regional food market closed up partly due to 

COVID-19, but also for unrelated reasons 

Lack of storage and grain handling infra made the 

supply glut worse 

Impact on aggregators, wholesalers and retailers 

exposes weakness of ‘analogue’ food system 

Logistics sector was also hit hard, choking off access to 

global end-markets for agri-exporters 

❑ Uganda exports maize to Kenya, Rwanda, DRC, South Sudan and Sudan, 

and beans to Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Burundi. 60% of this trade is 

informal (e.g. 241,980MT of maize  exported informally to Kenya and 

South Sudan in 2019).

❑ Up to 80% reduction in trade resulting from border closures, 

mandatory truck driver testing / digital surveillance, passenger 

restrictions, and weak export demand (e.g. South Asian market for 

beans fell by up to half normal level). Small cross-border traders hit 

hard when bodas and minibuses banned.* 

❑ Panic buying and speculative trading in March led to sudden price 

spikes, especially in urban areas (e.g. the price of dry beans increased 

from UGX 2500/kg to UGX 5000/kg) but by April it was clear this was 

sentiment-driven and food prices fell as the extend of over-supply 

became clear. 

❑ Digitizing agri-systems (e-extension, e-commerce, digital payments, and 

mobile-enabled market info) would reduce hoarding behaviour, price 

volatility, and producer uncertainty   

❑ No national strategic grain reserve. Storage is owned privately, with 

over 750,000MT country-wide (concentrated in Eastern and Central 

regions), of which and at least 70% is owned by members of The Grain 

Council of Uganda (large off-takers). 

❑ Milling sector also quite fragmented for food staples: over 780 maize 

mills exist (of which 77% are small scale), with 5,100 transporters and 

bulking agents. 

❑ Post-harvest loss reduction, especially drying facilities, must form 

central plank of the COVID-19 recovery strategy 

❑ Pre-COVID-19, shipment from Mombasa to Kampala took 3-5 days; as 

of Aug 2020 it takes up to 20 days. Cost of freight has also gone up by 

up to 1/3rd, while storage costs for stock have risen. Result is increased 

operational costs for agribusinesses. 

❑ Logistics disruption has negatively affected 50% of businesses in Uganda 

(UNCDF & GOU). 

❑ Some global ports reduced acceptance of agri-produce imports during 

lockdown (e.g. sesame imports into China from Uganda)

* 20%+ reduction of value of maize exported from Uganda to Kenya (from UGX 1,100/kg to 880/kg) due to (i) subsidised food distribution in Kenya; (ii) tariff-free import of 360,000MT+ 

from Mexico by Government of Kenya in August, which has disincentivised imports from Uganda, on top of existing concerns over border delays.

KEY TAKEAWAYS FROM ON THE-GROUND CONSULTATIONS:

COVID-19’S IMPACT ON UGANDAN AGRICULTURE (2 OF 2)



SELECTED INTERVIEW EXTRACTS AND DATA POINTS  
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❑ Export decline: 49.2% of Uganda’s export-oriented businesses expect 20%+ decline in exports due to COVID-19 (with some maize exporters

seeing key markets like South Sudan and DRC falling to zero due to supply chain barriers or non-payment issues, e.g. as the oil-dependent

government in Juba ran out of dollars). Sources: UNCDF, GOU, interviewees.

❑ Stakeholders in the agricultural product testing and quality assurance space in Uganda reportedly saw demand for services as much as ~80% down.

This is suggestive that the agri-export sector was hit harder during lockdown than domestic agri-sectors.

❑ Reduced demand: Majority of businesses report moderate reduction in demand (range of 26%-50%); micro/informal traders worst affected.

Example: ~67,240 MT of dry beans traded from Uganda to EAC states in Q1 2020, a 21% year-on-year drop (FEWS NET)

❑ Input supply disruption: Although the agriculture sector remained open in theory through lockdown, input distribution was badly impacted:

“GoU released UGX 50bn to NAADS for subsidised seed supply to mitigate COVID-19, but this process was disrupted.”

❑ “Seed companies could not access seed or provide extension services, lost revenue because farmers could not access demonstration

gardens and other services; could not deliver seed to clients”

❑ Product diversification: “We see an urgent need for product development by companies to diversify product uses to mitigate supply chain

uncertainties, e.g. turning milk into UHT or powder”

❑ Lockdown status: “Border districts are still under lockdown thus constraining cross-border food trading […] DRC and South Sudan are viewed

as highest COVID-19 import risk […] We may see further lockdowns there in September and onward”

❑ Absence of data:“Lack of data is the big problem for agri-finance: no data, no realistic assessment, no basis for projections”
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❑ Food market S&D summary: “Food crops were available in abundance but there was low purchasing power, low consumption […] Demand

for high-value foods also fell with the closure of hotels, and most food prices fell due to restricted consumption and loss of export market access

– a glut of perishable produce, food crops, milk, eggs […] Demand for dry rations actually increased following hoarding and GoU’s relief

program”

❑ Signs of demand recovery:

❑ Example #1: “Under normal circumstances, 100kgs of Tomatoes would go for between 150,000 to 200,000 but from March

2020 all prices dropped to between 30,000 to 50,000 and our main customers have been in local villages […] After the

harvest in April and May, I stopped further planting; however after the lockdown eased, we found confidence to resume

farming. Actually now (early August), the few farmers who have produce are experiencing lucrative prices because demand is

high, yet there is small supply.”

❑ Example #2: “Prices for perishables like tomatoes or pineapples went down when COVID-19 arrived as many farmers

depend on markets in Kampala for their produce. A banana farmer who was harvesting from their farm daily and selling at

shs10,000 each bunch before lockdown saw their price go down as low as shs3,000 per bunch. This means the farmer lost

shs7,000. But as the government lifts lockdown and transport to Kampala resumes, prices normalizing, though not quite to the

old levels yet as consumers still have financial challenges.”

❑ Example #3:“The price of local produced products will be near stable and normal in the months to come as long as the

supply of fuel, fertilizers, and other inputs stabilizes. Prices of maize, dry beans will go up as demand from South Sudan

increases. Prices of perishables will not increase. However, export of cash crops such as coffee, tea and horticulture may

decline and their prices in the coming months.

SELECTED INTERVIEW EXTRACTS AND DATA POINTS  



IMPACT OF UGANDA’S LOCKDOWN ON S&D DYNAMICS (1 OF 3) 
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* Impact on farmer incomes during lockdown (March-May) /  ** Impact on farmer incomes post-lockdown (June – August)

Crop / Product

Impact 

during 

lockdown*

Impact post-

lockdown**

Key data point Narrative analysis 

Maize (+ maize flour)

Potatoes 

Beans

❑ Maize is key to food security, contributing 18% of daily caloric intake per 

capita and employing ~2mn farmers seasonally

❑ Price mid-lockdown was UGX 910, falling to UGX 620 on lower demand 

and strong harvest, then rebounding to UGX 785 by mid-August. Farmer 

gets 450 on a kilo, with two middlemen. 

❑ Demand propped up by GoU food relief program targeting 1.5mn urban 

poor (6 kg of maize flour pp). Price likely to rise Q4.

❑ “Since lockdown our bulk buyers for Irish were not able to keep in 

business since the urban markets were closed. We got stuck with 

produce. The only good thing is that Irish can stay in the soil for ~3 

months after maturity… our capital is stuck in the farm.”

❑ “Restaurants, hotels, shops closed, and traders wouldn't access us 

because of transport lockdown, so prices fell. But prices for fertilizers 

and pesticides went up or were inaccessible”

❑ 2nd largest employer of any crop (engaging ~1.6 million households 

seasonally) and traded heavily cross-border. 

❑ UXG 3,400 mid-lockdown, now UGX 2,300 (for mixed beans)

❑ “Today, movement restrictions have eased and are now able to transport 

produce to urban areas which has also made prices of produce stabilize 

to almost to the same level before covid 19.”

❑ But sharp drop in processor incomes 

Table #1: Domestic food staples

NB: Rice is excluded as it is largely imported from South Asia. But note that when Vietnamese and Indian brown rice stocks fell due to COVID, Tanzania seized an opportunity to import paddy in 

bulk to Uganda – a example of the “COVID effect” of shortening global supply chains

—60%

Fall in price of sack of Irish 

potatoes, from UGX 125k 

to UGX 50k

+300 UGX

Increase in price of kilo of 

maize in KA market mid 

lockdown

+1,100

Increase in price of bag of 

mixed beans mid-lockdown 

NB: Best available data from one-to-one interviews (uncorroborated);

prices may have changed significantly since interviews were conducted
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* Impact on farmer incomes during lockdown (March-May) /  ** Impact on farmer incomes post-lockdown (June – August)

Crop / Product

Impact 

during 

lockdown*

Impact post-

lockdown**

Key data point Narrative analysis 

Milk

Poultry

Agro-inputs

❑ Kenya’s decision to block Ugandan dairy imports creates ‘treble 

blow’ for Uganda farmers: (i) oversupply due to excessive 

precipitation; (ii) domestic demand shock due to lockdown; (iii) 

denial of access to largest export market.* But prices back to 

1,400 in August in KA

❑ Similar trend-line observed in the pig industry etc

❑ "Previously we would sell a tray of eggs between 11,000/= and 

13,000/= which was enough to break even, but as Covid-19 

kicked in we have made serious losses […] We had to cut prices 

to maintain sales, really we were just buying feed to keep running 

while laying off people as the market fell due to lockdown“ 

[Poultry farmer]

❑ Many agro-inputs are imported into Uganda from global markets 

(e.g. by globally integrated players like Yara, Bayer). Prices 

increased across the board during lockdown, but availability was 

the key constraint as vendors closed ad supply chains froze. 

Prices remain high still amidst concerns over input scarcity for 

Season B

Table #2: Diary, poultry, agro-inputs 

Per litre price increase

of agrochemicals in

some areas of Uganda

UGX 10,000 

UGX 5,500 

Av. fall in price of tray of 

eggs in KA, from UGX 

11,500 to 6,000 UGX

* Kenyan and Tanzanian dairy farmers have cost of production of ~50 cents/litre vs 30 cents/litre in Uganda. Why? Inter alia, Ugandan cows grass-fed = lower feed costs 

UGX 750 

Av. Fall in price of litre of 

milk in KA (1,500 to 750 or 

even 500)

NB: Best available data from one-to-one interviews (uncorroborated);

prices may have changed significantly since interviews were conducted

IMPACT OF UGANDA’S LOCKDOWN ON S&D DYNAMICS (2 OF 3) 
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* Impact on farmer incomes during lockdown (March-May) /  ** Impact on farmer incomes post-lockdown (June – August)

Crop / Product

Impact 

during 

lockdown*

Impact 

post-

lockdown** Key data point Narrative analysis 

Coffee

Sesame 

High-value horticulture

❑ Following a bumper coffee harvest In Uganda, traders and exporters 

required funds to purchase coffee from the farmers and for storage 

facilities to maintain the coffee quality, so financing and storage have 

been key barriers

❑ Coffee farm gate prices fell as global prices fell

❑ Uganda, accounting for almost half of all EAC coffee exports, likely to 

see drop in demand over next 5 years

❑ Of the total sesame produced in Uganda, 32% is exported, 13% is 

sold to urban consumers and 40% is sold to rural consumers. Export 

markets were badly disrupted as global buyers froze orders. The 

three major sesame export markets are Europe, the Middle East and 

the Far East (Singapore, Japan and China). Prior to COVID-19, 1kg of 

sesame cost UGX 4500, rising to UGX 7500 early lockdown, then 

falling again.

❑ “COVID-19 disrupted transport to markets, especially by air, which 

impacted exports. Most avocado is exported (we sell a kilo between 

3600= and 4000=), but we couldn't sell anything during lockdown. 

Losses were made as the avocado perished. However our export 

dealers have resumed using road transport and as soon as the 

airports open we shall be able to get back into business.” 

Table #3: Selected cash crops and exports  

100%

Temporary cessation of 

sales for some export-

focused avo producers

—7% (est.)

Drop in demand for Ugandan 

coffee to 2024 compared to 

no crisis

51% 

Of agribusinesses in  sesame 

experienced drop in orders 

NB: Best available data from one-to-one interviews (uncorroborated);

prices may have changed significantly since interviews were conducted

IMPACT OF UGANDA’S LOCKDOWN ON S&D DYNAMICS (3 OF 3) 
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❑ Government of Uganda: “GoU has reportedly borrowed up to $500mn from multilaterals for COVID relief efforts of which a significant

proportion is designated for the UDB, thus positioning UDB as one of the centrepieces of response efforts…. UDB has no losses on its

balance sheet which is good, but [perhaps] lacks capacity and experience…. [the potential risk is] wastage coming with minimal impact in

terms of solving the liquidity challenges at the MSME level.”

❑ Bank of Uganda is proactively helping to cushion COVID impacts through a basket of innovative policy levers: Examples

reportedly include (i) Reduction of the Central Bank Rate (CBR) from 9% to 7% % to help manage the effects of COVID-19 on the

economy and encourage borrowing by commercial banks, with anticipated trickle down effects through lending to value chain actors; (ii)

creating a special liquidity facility to support businesses unable to absorb operational costs due to low demand or reduced production

during this period; (iii) extension of loan repayment periods for existing loans; (iv) postponement of loan repayment for a limited period; (v)

relaxing conditions for non-performing loans.

❑ Supply chain finance bottlenecks: “We are seeing failure to operationalise supply contracts with producer groups and pre-finance them

with inputs at the beginning of the season due to COVID 19 measures [This is] likely to affect the operation of the formal markets because

of uncertain supply.”

❑ Supply vs demand of capital: “[Investors in Uganda’s agri-SME space] are struggling for deals – the demand side is very weak, in other

words there are very few SME you can invest in, even on a sub-commercial basis […] Most donor interventions are on the capital supply

side, but what about the demand side (i.e. SME governance and investment readiness)? The bigger players have no issues and hoover up the

big state contracts; it’s the SME sector that’s weak (e.g. micro traders, micro processors). The incubator industry is nascent in Uganda, it’s a

big gap. Right now, it doesn’t matter how much money you put into the market, the issue of bankability has to be solved first”

SELECTED INTERVIEW EXTRACTS AND DATA POINTS  
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• The government has reportedly secured a USD 491.5 million loan from the IMF to help finance stabilisation measures

• UGX 94 billion allocated by GoU as credit through SACCOs and microfinance institutions for SME and business recovery (Source: Parliament of 

Uganda). This was allocated under the 2020/21 budget published in August.

• GoU reportedly preparing largescale MSME recovery fund (total stimulus package of 5 trillion UGX), to be financed by donors and domestic 

borrowing,* potentially to be implemented via MSC / Emyooga, with the aim of injecting liquidity into MSME sector. 

• UGX 1.0405 trillion for UDB as part of government’s Covid-19 stimulus package to avail affordable credit for investment in areas where 

Uganda has a comparative advantage such as manufacturing and commercial agriculture. The lending rate at the Bank has also been reduced 

from 12% to 10% (Source: Interviews). 

• Directive that up to UGX 5.3 trillion that could be potentially saved from the 2020/21 budget is re-allocated to support food security 

programs and wealth creation (under OWC/NAADS) (Nile Post, 2020), Youth, Women and the NAADS funds. 

• UGX 300 billion reportedly allocated in 2020/21 budget to enhance the provision of improved subsidized agricultural inputs using NAADS e-

Voucher Scheme under the ACDP, to farmers and upscaling agriculture extension services to boost production of key agricultural 

commodities. [Nb: the above information requires further corroboration and may be subject to change]. 

• BoU through its April 2020 Monetary Policy Statement pronounced several credit relief measures during the pandemic period. These measures, 

granted within the 12-month period with effect from April 01, include:

• Debt restructuring (covered in existing regulations) such as extension of loan tenor and a max. 12-month repayment holidays

• Decision to offer or decline a credit relief is the responsibility of the Supervised Financial Institution 

• Credit status at time of granting a repayment holiday remains unchanged for the duration of the said repayment holiday.

• Arrear prepayment as a condition for restructuring a credit facility is suspended for 12 months from April 01, 2020.

* Sources indicate that GoU tax take was down ~50% for the last quarter vs forecast levels. 
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SACCOS / 

VSLAs / 

MFIs*

Commercial 

banks**

Supply chain 

finance

ACF + MCF + 

UDB etc

Type of lender Pre-lockdown Lockdown Post-lockdown

State entities

* Commercial banks report to the BoU quarterly. Hence, we won’t have reliable bank-report data covering the COVID impact period until ~October 2020.

Small kiosks do 94% of retail trade & 

SHFs do 80%+ of farming,  so 

SACCOs are key to financing food. 

But creeping pre-election political 

subversion of SACCOs is a key risk

UDB funding is for larger, export-

focused firms, not SMEs. MFSC will 

provide MSME stimulus but 

interviewees suggest there may be 

operational / delivery challenges. 

93% of formal Ag lending by volume 

is by BoU-supervised institutions; but 

low-income borrowers use MFIs, 

SACCOs, VSLAs & cash loans: no 

data for these financing flows

Crucial backbone for agricultural 

finance ecosystem: hundreds of 

SACCOS, VSLAs, MFIs present at 

parish/village level; farmers can walk 

there & speak their Iocal language 

Banks have continued lending to 

existing borrowers, but collateral 

discounts by 50% (usually 65%). 

New borrowers are being declined. 

Volume of loans down.*

Liquidity challenges due to reduced 

cash flows and accumulation of bad 

debts. But MicroFinance Support 

Centre will now lend unsecured at 

8% to SACCOS, 13% to MSMEs

GoU easing policies and web of 

guarantees means tsunami of 

defaults unlikely this year; but Q1 

2021 and June 2021 will show true 

extent of impact on loan books

All processors provide some form of 

credit to their farmer suppliers in 

Uganda, so intra-supply chain finance 

is big part of the ecosystem for 

which there is little data

Uganda has no Ag Development Bank 

or Cooperative Bank, so traditionally 

the state has been uninvolved in Ag 

finance, leaving a capacity gap in 

COVID context  

Less willingness to extend finance 

with so much uncertainty over 

output markets. But off-takers less 

constrained than banks, as they 

have a field presence.

GoU reportedly has sizable funding 

for UDB, but UDB has limited 

capacity / field network. GoU also 

borrowing heavily in local money 

market, crowding out others 

Supply chain finance represents the 

fastest / shortest route to disburse 

liquidity into the agri-SME sector / 

farmer level, but there are 

sustainability concerns over this
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Farmer-level:

❑ “Farmers typically finance themselves – it is very cash based […] production is so dominated by smallholders and most don’t qualify for

financing – they are so micro. They really just need inputs, and often they just recycle these (e.g. family seed banks) or wait for subsided

handouts from NAADS”

❑ Last mile financial institutions such as SACCOs still give loans but are constrained, low liquidity levels

❑ SACCOs could be accessed by the members, savings depleted, cooperative members withdrew and consumed their savings to stock up on

food and other essentials, hence limited lending

Agri-SMEs:

❑ “Increasing liquidity challenges due to reduced cash flows, accumulation of outstanding payments and shrunk financing options due to

reduced activity/operations of financial institutions.The result is laying-off of staff, salary restructuring, etc.”

❑ “The SMEs are being [sidelined] out by the big players. Those big guys can allow the price to drop and drop in order to make big profits, as

they have the working capital to stick around, but agri-SMEs are really hurting. So, we need to create a level of competition in the market,

with agri-SMEs empowered to act and properly financed. Doesn’t necessarily make sense to back the big off-takers”

❑ “SMEs have eaten up their capital, they need to beef up liquidity to improve cash flow/trading cash not necessarily capital investment”

Commercial banks:

❑ “Banks like lending to the GoU: easy for the manager to sleep at night if the borrower is sovereign.”

❑ “Banks actually have a lot of liquidity currently […] Banks are basically sitting back – playing wait & see for now”

❑ “Private sector credit to agriculture as of June/July was stabilising as a percentage of overall lending and was broadly in line with normal year

figures.”

SELECTED INTERVIEW EXTRACTS AND DATA POINTS  
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Types of 

intervention 
Existing interventions in agri-finance space Constraints in agri-finance being addressed?

GoU finance / agri-

measures 

UDB, ACF, MFSC Try to incentivise tier-1 FSPs to invest in ag, by 

reducing risk exposure, and in UDB’s case providing 

banks with funds to enable them to provide longer-

term lending to agribusinesses 

GoU and donor 

COVID-19 

measures

GoU stimulus packages, planned World Bank Trust Fund Provide support to limit economic impact of COVID-

19

Donor finance / agri 

measures 

EU, KfW, Feed the Future (USAID), NU-TEC (FCDO*), 

CASA (FCDO), new agriculture programme from FCDO

Programmes designed to improve long-term 

performance of Uganda’s agri-sector 

Other e.g. banks, 

impact investors 

Several commercial banks involved in restructuring existing 

credit facilities (e.g. Stanbic’s proposed liquidity support 

fund). Impact investors including AgDevCo, Pearl Capital 

Partners, Agri-Business Capital Fund (ABC Fund IFAD) 

Mango Fund, Aceli, Root Capital, aBi Trust & aBi Finance 

(supported by the Government of Denmark), Iungo Capital

Banks addressing liquidity constraints

Impact investors providing concessionary finance and 

TA to agribusinesses and in some cases FSPs

* Formerly DFID
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FSD Uganda: COVID-19 response in agriculture

Mobilising finance for smallholder farmers and SME agribusinesses

Protect Jobs – Increase Competitiveness – Build Resilience

Definition of 
success

Guiding 
principles

• Survive: Agricultural jobs and incomes 

protected from the impact of COVID-

19 and associated policy measures

• Focus on sectors where Uganda has regional competitive advantage as a food supplier 

and a commercial opportunity for transformational scale

• Promote gender equality

• Promote digitisation of lending and agricultural data

• Promote climate and environmentally compatible agricultural practices

• Thrive: Financial markets in the agricultural 

sector deepened to enable sector 

transformation and industrialisation, thereby 

increasing agricultural jobs and incomes

DEFINITION OF SUCCESS AND GUIDING PRINCIPLES
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FSD Uganda’s agriculture strategy is to leverage its core strength of building capacity within financial service providers to protect jobs, 

increase competitiveness and build resilience

Core objective

Proposed activities

Proposed 
partnership models

1. Direct partnerships with financial service 

providers

• 1a. Direct support to selected lower-tier financial 

lenders already active in the agriculture sector to 

prepare for financial stimulus, improve resilience, 

extend reach in agriculture, support borrowers 

facing financial difficulty, etc.

• 1b. Direct support to selected tier 1 financial 

lenders who express a clear objective to broaden 

their lending in the agriculture sector

2. Partnerships with donors and other non-financial 

institutions

• 2a. Support donors by strengthening the financial components 

of their existing and planned programmes covering COVID-19 

and long-term measures

• 2b. Advocate and provide advice to government on COVID-

19 and long-term economic stimulus measures to financial 

service providers, agribusinesses and smallholders

• 2c. Support large off-takers, either directly or through donor 

programmes, with the extension of credit to small-scale 

farmers

Leverage FSD Uganda’s knowledge, network and credibility to help Uganda’s financial service providers support existing 

borrowers and to grow their agricultural portfolios

• Support agri-lenders in assessing the impact of COVID-19 on their financial position and plan for the successful implementation 

of forthcoming government stimulus

• Support agri-lenders to understand needs and constraints in the agriculture sector and develop the right models to increase 

financial sector deepening

• Play a convening role within the development partner landscape to promote best practice within agricultural finance, ensure 

that interventions are systemic, help successful interventions scale and improve cross-sector coordination

• Advocate for coordinated government support to financial service providers, agribusinesses and smallholders

Two different 

partnership models, 

both enabling FSD 

to assist in building 

capacity within 

financial service 

providers
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